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This was what saved the Ebert government in what was from
the political point of view a very critical period. The Spartacisis
had rejected the Socialist Council of Commissaries and were
preparing action against it; the Independents were pressing lor a
much wider Socialist programme than their colleagues were
willing to risk, and were in close touch with the Spartaeists,
regarding themselves as leaders of the revolution in a sense which
Ebert could not and would not claim to be; it would take some
time before the army command could keep its pledge and place
reliable troops at the service of the Majority leaders, liven if the
government could, as it did, leave details to oiliciaUlom, the mere
problem of existing without support in what appeared to be to
the cold political eye a rapidly dissolving Reich was frightening in
its complexity. Without that good humour, that atmosphere of
confident expectancy^ every single eiti/en, and not merely selected
bodies of them, would have been a potential and at any moment
an actual enemy. Into the elements of that complexity there is no
space to go; the narrative must confine itself to what was decisive
for later history, the break up of the Socialist coalition,
The miserable inheritance of the spirit of abdication weighed
heavily on the Ebert wing of the coalition. To the bolder and
more doctrinaire wing, its policy seemed to be little more than to
be one of getting rid of the burden of responsibility by giving the
nation the first opportunity it could to get the government it
wanted. Ebert's policy was indeed to push on the elections to a
Constituent Assembly as rapidly as possible, but there was more
in that policy than mere abdicationism. The mild disorders of
the November days coming on top of the long extremist agitation
both frightened and disgusted men who were ostensibly and even
by profession revolutionary leaders. To Ebert revolution had
become not merely undesirable but something to be avoided at
all costs. In that view he was undoubtedly supported by the great
mass of the nation. Over against the tiny minority who desired
to copy Russia there was that solid mass over whom the thought
of the possibility of Bolshevism hung like the spectre of a fury
from the pit. The fear of Bolshevism was not an artificial fear
$ijmxkited for political mdsj it w&s vwy genuine despite what

